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AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM: ENGLISH
Create imaginative, informative and persuasive texts that raise issues, report events and advance opinions, using deliberate 
language and textual choices, and including digital elements as appropriate (ACELY1736)
Use a range of software, including word processing programs, to create, edit and publish texts imaginatively (ACELY1738)

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/english/curriculum/f-10?layout=1#level8

And General capabilities: 
Students become literate as they develop the knowledge, skills and dispositions to interpret and use language confidently for
learning and communicating in and out of school and for participating effectively in society. Literacy involves students in 
listening to, reading, viewing, speaking, writing and creating oral, print, visual and digital texts, and using and modifying
language for different purposes in a range of contexts.

ICT capability involves students in learning to make the most of the technologies available to them, adapting to new ways of 
doing things as technologies evolve and limiting the risks to themselves and others in a digital environment.

Through listening to, reading, viewing, creating and presenting texts and interacting with others, students develop their ability to 
see existing situations in new ways, and explore the creative possibilities of the English language. In discussion students develop 
critical thinking as they state and justify a point of view and respond to the views of others. Through reading, viewing and 
listening students critically analyse the opinions, points of view and unstated assumptions embedded in texts.

The personal and social capability involves students in a range of practices including recognising and regulating emotions, 
developing empathy for and understanding of others, establishing positive relationships, making responsible decisions, working 
effectively in teams and handling challenging situations constructively.
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/English/General-capabilities



https://readingpower.wordpress.com/2013/05/10/collaborative-
writing-inquiry-2013/

https://readingpower.wordpress.com/2013/05/10/collaborative-writing-inquiry-2013/


https://tinarooeec.eq.edu.au/Programsandactivities/Ourprogram
sandactivities/Pages/Year-8-Fantasy-Writers-Camp.aspx

https://tinarooeec.eq.edu.au/Programsandactivities/Ourprogramsandactivities/Pages/Year-8-Fantasy-Writers-Camp.aspx


http://www.timrylands.com/2010/10/08/storytyne-gateshead/

http://mdavies24.com/2011/08/24/epic-citadel/

http://www.timrylands.com/2010/10/08/storytyne-gateshead/
http://mdavies24.com/2011/08/24/epic-citadel/




An immersive and collaborative fantasy writing experience for Year 8 students.

































































Analysis of Data

• Provided positive reinforcement of SHYWG

o Collaborative writing – group work

o Author workshops

o Immersion in fantasy quest – improve authentic 

writing skills

o Collaborative digital space – wiki

o Provided students with writing stimulus in digital 

form



Collaborative Writing



Author Workshops



Quest Stations



Immersion in Fantasy Quest

How did the fantasy quest stations help with writing?
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Immersion in Fantasy Quest

“I think the activities helped quite a bit as I learnt 

what the heroes grow through, the decisions they feel 

and the trouble they grow through. I feel like my 

writing improved from these experiences as I used 

these activities to help my events in the story.”



Fantasy Quest Inspiration
The Eerie Escarpment and Epic Citadel…

“As I rounded a bend in the road, the object of my 
adventure came into view, Greywood Keep. The Keep 
stood proudly atop the cliff; as if its front was a gargantuan 
stone tower with a gaping gateway in the front. The 
portcullis lay strewn across the path, teetering as if at any 
time the hulking structure could slide and find a watery 
grave 200 metres below.” James



Fantasy Quest Inspiration
The Stone Table…

“But eventually they found the table, and what a table it was. Carved out of 
the hill it rested on, it was a solid slab of stone connected to the hill itself. Set 
with everything he could have wanted.” Scott

Cursed Quicksand…

“Eldred stared at the parchment blankly and brought his gaze to the 
swamp. From the ten years he had lived in this treacherous place, not once 
did he even attempt to cross its bubbling acid surface which could kill one in 
an instant.” Oliver 



Wiki

• Most respondents (73%) thought the wiki was highly effective 

in collaborative planning and communication 

• “It was brilliant and worked really well as a communication 

method”.



Writing Stimulus – Digital Presence 

• 91% respondents had not used augmented reality in 
connection to writing prior to SHYWG

• 34% respondents had used role-playing games for writing 
stimulus prior to SHYWG

• Prior to SHYWG most respondents used traditional stimulus for 
writing:
o Books/reading
o Movies/ TV/ visuals
o Music
o Teachers/ friends / parents
o Life experience
o Authors
o Competitions



Augmented Reality

• “…the augmented reality apps helped me to authentically 

experience a hero’s situation. They also helped me to realise 
how dangerous and precarious real life heroes’ situations are.”

• “It made me be able to visualise what would be happening in 

the quest and made it easier to create real-sounding scenes.”

• “My writing improved a lot because I could actually 

experience sensations that were totally new to me”.

• “The activities helped me build my character’s personality and 

weaknesses and strengths. This also helped with thinking of the 

obstacles that our characters would face”.



Future Considerations

• Host quest in outdoors

• Integrate journal at each station further – to 

enhance storytelling and writing skills 

• More collaborative time for planning

• More individual writing time

• Whilst quest authentic, fewer quest stations

• ‘Real time’ technology for communication eg

Skype



Alternative Options

• 3 day writers camp

o 82% of students highly interested in camp:

• Immerse into physical and unique quest activities

• Bond with group / team building

• More time for group planning 

• Full effect of quest

• Continuity in writing process

• Time to write actual story



Conclusions

• Collaborative writing enhanced the writing process

• Skills learned can be transferred to the classroom

• An enhancement of team work skills

• An interesting and engaging experience

• Few students are currently using augmented reality 

as stimulus for writing

• Digital technology must be highly relevant and 

contextualised to maximise its impact on writing



Student Opinion - SHYWG

“My writing skills have improved immensely 

throughout writing my story, and not only did 

the Spring Hill Young Writers Group provide this 

help entirely, but it also gave me and my 

group inspiration for other pieces of 

classwork.”



Overall Conclusions and 
Future Directions

“We created Disneyland – now we have to choose the best 
parts to keep…”



Workshop Future Directions

• Change next year to only Year 7 students – better age group, fits 
with BGS Fantasy writing unit in Term 2

• More time to write and more emphasis on writing in journals during 
the activities

• More emphasis on depth of emotions and incorporation of 
character strengths into the stories

• Deliberate focus on which activities suit which strengths

• More emphasis on the word walls in the journal to enrich writing

• Separate activity station for the author – maybe she focuses on 
their writing and talks in depth about the journal

• Plan B for rain!!



Classroom Ideas
• Teachers could take these ideas and incorporate them 

into an English unit or ongoing writers club.

• One class of 32 students could work through each of the 
activities in one day as a stimulus for creative writing

• OR one activity at a time could be used in the classroom 
to stimulate writing

• One iPad with AppleTV would mean the apps could be 
projected onto a large screen for the whole class to see.

• Word walls could be created on the classroom walls 
during the activities, rather than in journals.

• The author was great but not essential – costly. Could 
use a skilled and passionate English teacher instead.




